1. Field Events
   Long Jump
   Triple Jump
   Shot
   Disc
   High Jump
   High Jump
   Helpers (2)
   Pole Vault –

2. Track Events
   Exchange Zones
   Head Timer –
   Timer
   Timer
   Timer
   Timer
   Timer
   Timer
   Timer
   Runner
   Runner
   Runners

3. Other Areas
   Clerk (2) –
   Announcer –
   Awards -
   Awards -
   Awards -
Ticket Seller
Ticket Seller
Ticket Seller

Breakfast Supervisor
Helpers

Lunch Supervisors
Helpers

4. Technology
Tiffany Blackford
Cydney Smoote
Jim Chapman

5. Security
Scott
Erie
Steve

6. Officials
Starter
Starter
Starter
Heat Organizer
Field Judge

7. Training
James and Helpers

8. Grounds/facilities
Scott